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Sustainability Toolkit 

Greenview Elementary School Case Study 

 

Introduction 

 

In March 2010 the Greenview Elementary School was labeled as an “underperforming” or Level 4 school 

by the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE).  With this designation came 

possibilities as well as consequences.    There were several opportunities that accompanied this 

designation including increased labor flexibility and eligibility for federal School Improvement (School 

Redesign) grants. Potential consequences also accompanied the announcement of Greenview as a Level 4 

school; they would have three years to increase achievement and build school capacity, or they would be 

at risk of further intervention by DESE, including the possibility of a full takeover by the state. 

 

 

Opportunities 

 

In June 2010, a new contractual labor agreement with the teacher’s union was established for the district’s 

Level 4 schools. Under this “Joint Resolution Committee” (JRC) agreement, the principal new flexibility 

afforded to Level 4 schools was the ability to extend learning time for students and staff.  The agreement 

provided for 30 additional minutes of instructional time each school day as well as 100 extra hours of 

teacher professional development time. 

 

In Summer 2011 the Greenview was awarded a federal School Redesign Grant by DESE.  The grant 

provided over $800,000, per year, in new funding to support the turnaround for the 2011-12 and 2012-13 

school years.  The school used the funding to pay for the extended time provided by the JRC, to fund 

specialized staff positions, and to partner with outside groups that would support the turnaround.  

Included below is an itemized list of the grant funded activities for the 2012-13 school year. 

 

 

Program/Initiative/Expense Amount Description

Director of Accelerated Improvement (0.5 FTE) 44,303$                 Coaches teacher-leaders & ILT, provides data support 

Director of Student Success (1.0 FTE) 88,605$                 Coordinates attendance & socio-emotional supports.   

ELA specialist (1.0 FTE) 84,905$                 Provides Tier 2-3 literacy support in K-2 grades 

Extra time for Teachers (JRC) 205,000$               30-minute extended school day 

T3 Teacher Leadership Teams 70,150$                 Training for teacher leadership teams 

Extra time for Paraprofessionals (JRC) 36,083$                 JRC-negotiated pay for our 30-minute extended school day 

Fringe benefits for extra time 82,563$                 24 % for salaried positions and 10% for stipends 

City Year 120,000$              
Reduce adult-student ratio in G3-5 classes, provide Tier 2 attendance 

& academic support

Achievement Network 30,000$                
Standards-focused assessment, data support, and data 

coaching. 

Writers Express 21,440$                
Writing coach + curriculum to deepen rigorous Tier 1 writing in 

grades 2-5.

Playworks 26,000$                Recess coach + program to improve school culture + health.

Open Circle 5,650$                  Sustainability coaching for Tier 1 social-emotional curriculum.  

Generations, Inc. 10,000$                In-class and 1:1 reading support in K-2nd grades.       

TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENSE 824,699$            
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Turnaround Priorities 

 

The Greenview School established a number of turnaround strategies in 2010 for the first year of 

turnaround and adjusted them slightly as the three year turnaround period progressed.  These strategies 

were built to increase capacity and provide an opportunity for sustainability beyond the three year initial 

turnaround period.   

 

Year 1-2 Priorities Year 3 Priorities 
Priority 1: Establish systems to turn information 

about students’ learning into instructional 

decisions and targeted supports. 
 Establish upper-grade and lower-grade Data Teams 

to build capacity for effective data use at all grades  

 Deepen our use of data to design and target tiered 

attendance & instructional interventions using the 

RTI approach  

 

Priority 1: Deepen and Broaden Capacity to Sustain 

Transformation  
 Ensure the longevity of key work by supporting it with 

resources that will continue beyond the grant period. 

 Maintain full coaching contracts with WEX and ANet 

with the explicit purpose of cementing and deepening 

the skills and habits 

 Provide on-going, job-embedded training and coaching 

to develop more teachers’ capacity to lead their teams’ 

 Strengthen vertical and horizontal teacher-to-teacher 

accountability for the consistency of norms, routines, 

and systems 

Priority 2: Invest in adult learning and 

professional development 
 Embrace new educator evaluation system 

 Give teachers frequent, targeted feedback on 

practice  

 On-going, job-embedded professional development 

to develop consistency of instruction on: social-

skills and positive behavior, writing, ELA and math  

Priority 2: Increase consistency (day-to-day and 

class-to-class) of “impressive” instruction. 
 Develop a common lens and language about 

instruction, and to learn and consistently use a core set 

of proven instructional practices  

 Focusing supervisory feedback to increase the 

consistency of core instructional practices  

 Expanding opportunities for feedback loops  

Priority 3: Expand the range of ways for families 

to engage, and for the school to meet families 

where they are. 
 Reach out to all families in August/September: 

Home visits with all Pre-K and K families; phone 

calls to all 1st-5th grade families  

 Continue successful tiered attendance initiative  

 Expand monthly family event calendar to include 

grade-level content events and Open Circle class 

visits  

 Initiate after-school “partnership folders” to 

enhance home-school-partner communication about 

students’ learning  

Priority 3: Engage students, families, staff, and 

partner organizations to promote attendance, positive 

behavior, social-emotional wellness, and learning  
 Engage in school-wide self-assessment then implement 

high-leverage best practices 

 Deepen results-oriented relationships with partner 

organizations 

 

 

 

Progress 

 

During the first two years of the turnaround, the Greenview showed significant progress on many of the 

Measurable Annual Goals (MAG) that had been established by the school after the Level 4 designation 

was made.  Student achievements scores on the state assessment in year 2011-12 (the second year of 

Level 4 status) were particularly impressive, as proficiency increased by 5 points in ELA and 13 points in 

Math.  The 2011-12 school year was both the first year for the new principal – who had been appointed in 

spring 2011 – as well as the first year of the SRG grant.  As a result there was great hope and potential for 

a similar increase in achievement in school year 2012-13 (the third year of Level 4 status).   
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Student achievement data 

Subject/Measure 
2009-10 

(year before Level 4) 
2010-11 

(first year of Level 4) 
2011-12 

(second year of Level 4) 

ELA proficiency 17% 18% 23% 

ELA SGP 39 38 49 

Math proficiency NA 21% 34% 

Math SGP NA NA 71 

 

 

Complication 

 

While the school showed great potential for an increase in student achievement in 2012-13, there were 

worries about the ability of the Greenview to maintain this trajectory into the future.  Close to $1 million 

in SRG funding would no longer be available to support the turnaround in 2012-13. In addition, given the 

improvement in student achievement in 2011-12 and the expected improvements in 2012-13, there was 

the possibility that the Greenview would be released from Level 4 status.  While this would be a great win 

for the school, it would also threaten the increased autonomies that had been provided through the 

school’s Level 4 status and the amended JRC collective bargaining agreement for Level 4 schools.   

 

This case study details the steps that were taken by the school to plan for sustainability beyond the life of 

the additional resources and flexibilities provided by the Level 4 status and SRG grant.  The school 

implemented two main strategies – described below - to ensure the sustainability of its turnaround efforts. 

1. Building capacity to support sustainability 

2. Financial planning for post-SRG turnaround 

 

 

 

Solution 1: Building capacity to support sustainability 

 

Strategy 1: Explicit planning with staff 

The current school principal was appointed at about the same time as the school applied for its SRG grant.  

The principal gave frequent reminders to her leadership team that the funding would only last two years 

and was insistent that explicit planning sessions should occur to prepare the staff and students for 

turnaround after the end of the grant.  In 2012-13, one school-wide priority was to focus on building 

capacity in order to sustain turnaround.  Estimates of the funding gap and absolute priorities were made 

one year in advance so that there was ample time to identify alternatives and funding strategies. 

 

One specific initiative that was designed to build capacity was the investment in teacher leadership. An 

investment was made in training “T3 Teacher Teams” through a non-profit TeachPlus.  Fifteen teachers 

were able to take part in this training each of the two years of the SRG grant.  In addition, teachers were 

trained as part of two data teams that were facilitated by the Principal, the Director of Student Success, 

and outside partners Achievement Network and Writer’s Express. Over the two years of the SRG grant, 

more than half of the schools 60 teachers had received leadership training through one of these two 

initiatives.  In addition to the investment of resources and time in these teacher leaders, the administrative 
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team also sought to establish an environment of continuous improvement by providing frequent feedback 

to teachers leading ILT or grade level team meetings. 

 

A second – similar – initiative was the development of teacher capacity to lead professional development.  

The principal pushed teachers to “learn and then lead” by providing leadership training (through T3 and 

data teams), focused professional development from Research for Better Teaching (RBT), and by making 

explicit the expectation that teacher leaders would train their colleagues.  There was an explicit 

expectation that RBT would lead trainings at the beginning of the year and then teacher-leaders would 

provide the majority of second semester PD to help apply the concepts to the Greenview classrooms.  As 

a result, the teacher-leaders trained through T3 and data teams led more than 20 hours of professional 

development for their colleagues each year.   

 

Strategy 2: Building structures and systems 

Structures and systems were a critical aspect of building school culture and capacity.  Five key structures 

or systems were established to support the development of the school: 

 

1. Assessment and Instructional Data Systems:  A core turnaround strategy for the school was to 

establish frequent interim assessments in math, ELA, and writing and to use this data to improve 

instruction to support struggling students.  The school built teacher capacity to use data through 

its partnership with Achievement Network and Writer’s Express and through two data leadership 

teams.  In addition, systems were built to collect and disseminate data on instructional quality.  

For example, the school began to track 12 indicators of impressive writing instruction to monitor 

performance and build a strategy to improve student writing. 

 

2. Time for adults:  First, the schedule created 96 minutes per week of common planning time for 

grade level teams.  This was created by scheduling an entire grade level to a second special one 

day per week before or after the special block.  The authorities granted to Level 4 schools enabled 

this to be an administrative-directed block of time.  Second, forty five minutes per week was also 

created for a data team in both the upper and lower grades.  This team time was created by 

scheduling an additional special for the students of each participating teacher. Finally, the school 

benefitted from the 100 hours of additional professional development provided by the JRC 

agreement. 

 

3. Administrative team time: The administrative team meets for a full hour twice per week and the 

principal meets individually with each member of the administrative team for 30-45 minutes per 

week. 

 

4. Norms for school operations: The school devoted significant effort towards developing 

operational systems – for how students would enter and exit the building, for how staff would call 

out sick and find substitutes, for sharing minutes after a meeting, for sharing lessons and 

instructional planning with colleagues, etc.  The principal focused all professional development in 

her first six months at the school focused on these systems. 
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5. Professional development systems: Administrators sought to build instructional capacity by 

spending significant amounts of time in classrooms giving feedback to teachers. Each teacher 

received at least 10 classroom observations followed by feedback during the school year.  In 

addition, significant time was devoted to training from Research for Better Teaching (RBT). 

 

6. Time for students:  Through the JRC agreement for Level 4 schools, the school day was 

extended 30 minutes per day for students.  In addition, the school schedule provides time for 

intervention for struggling students.  Struggling students also participate in vacation academies to 

receive intensive instruction in areas of high need.  Numerous after school partners have been 

engaged to provide additional instructional and enrichment time for students. 

 

Strategy 3: Getting the most out of staff 

The principal sought to maximize the impact of ambiguous staffing positions in order to build school 

capacity.  A community outreach coordinator was able to take on a number of critical operational 

functions to help support the smooth operations of the school.  A long term substitute was able to 

contribute in the classroom as well as to school operations.  By creating important functional roles for 

these potentially peripheral staff members, the principal had been able to free up her administrative team 

for higher order functions such as observing instruction that had been hard to make time for in the past. 

 

Strategy 4: Seeking additional autonomies 

In January 2013, Greenview was in the process of applying to gain status as a Commonwealth Innovation 

School.  The Innovation status would provide for additional autonomies beyond those offered by the 

district and Level 4 status.  In addition, achievement of Innovation status would ensure that the school 

maintained significant autonomies even if it advanced out of Level 4 status (to Level 3) in 2013. 

Innovation status would provide at least two critical autonomies to the school.   

 First, it would provide additional budget autonomy.  The current district weighted student funding 

model required all schools to budget at average salary levels – because the Greenview had a 

relatively young staff the principal believed that they were disadvantaged by this model.  If they 

were allowed to budget at actual salary levels and use the current per pupil allocation amount, 

they would have the ability to hire additional staff members. 

 Second, it would provide curriculum autonomy.  While the school felt that they already were 

entitled to a significant amount of autonomy, turnover at central office created ongoing 

uncertainty about district practice and policy. 

 

 

Solution 2: Financial planning for post-SRG turnaround 

 

Strategy 1: Identify the gap 

One of the first steps the Greenview leadership team took was to identify the gap that would be created by 

the loss of SRG and other funding at the end of the year.  They knew that $824,000 in SRG funding from 

2012-13 would disappear. Fortunately, none of the other funding sources were set to end after this year.   
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Step 2a: Identify what can be abandoned. 

The school conducted program by program analysis to determine which investments could be abandoned.  

There were three categories of investment in programs they determined could be discontinued. 

 SRG investments that had been pure capacity building efforts.  In these areas the Greenview team 

had been developing the in-house capability to continue these efforts. Systems and structures had 

already been built in-house to continue these programs (as mentioned in solution 1 earlier).SRG 

investments that did not produce sufficient academic return on investment.  These were either 

investments that, while valuable, were too expensive to maintain beyond the life of the grant – or 

they were investments deemed to have lower impact on student achievement compared to other 

SRG and per pupil funded initiatives.   

 SRG investments that could be continued in some other way without the need for additional 

funds.  For example, the school believed that they might be able to continue to provide extra time 

for students by applying to become a Commonwealth Innovation School.  This designation could 

open up the possibility of preserving the 30 minutes of additional instruction per day without 

incurring the additional staffing costs. 

This process forced school leadership to look hard at each SRG activity to determine its relative value to 

the school, but also to think hard about the effectiveness of how they were spending their core per pupil 

budget.  It only made sense to abandon SRG efforts if they had less relative impact than per pupil 

investments.  Ultimately, the school developed a list of $600,000 worth of investments that could be 

discontinued. 

 

 
 

Step 2b: Identify what must be preserved 

At the same time as the team developed its list for abandonment, they also developed a list of items that 

were too valuable to abandon – this was their list of “absolute priorities”.  These investments supported 

core aspects of the school’s turnaround strategy and the leadership team believed they must be preserved.  

Beyond believing, the school had data to show that many of these initiatives were working.   

 

For each of these investments, the leadership investigated whether costs could be reduced without 

sacrificing the benefits they had gained over the past two years. For example, while the contract with 

Writer’s Express was deemed critical to the turnaround, the principal decided that the school could afford 

to halve the contract, saving $11,000, because she felt that her own writing team no longer needed 

supplemental coaching to effectively use writing assessment data.   

 

After conducting this analysis of each SRG-funded item, the team was left with a list of “absolute 

priorities” that needed to remain in place to preserve the core turnaround efforts of the school.  Their 

identified funding gap for these priorities was $212,000. 

Program/Initiative/Expense Amount

T3 Teacher Leadership Teams 70,150$                  

Extra time for Teachers (JRC) 205,000$                

Extra time for Paraprofessionals (JRC) 36,083$                  

Fringe benefits for extra time 82,563$                  

City Year 120,000$                

ELA specialist (1.0 FTE) 84,905$                  

TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENSE 598,701$              
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Step 3: Investigate alternatives/free up funds for priorities 

 

Leadership worked to identify 3 things: 

1. Ways to reduce the funding needs for the absolute priorities (ways to do priority programs in a 

less costly manner) 

2. Ways to free up funds for absolute priorities by introducing efficiencies in the school system 

(ways to do other programs in the school in a less costly manner to free funds for the absolute 

priorities) 

3. Additional funding sources to garner funds for priorities 

 

 

1. Ways to reduce funding needed for absolute priorities 

One strategy that the school adopted was to negotiate with partners to purchase more a la carte 

services rather than the full package of services provided by the partner.  For example, they 

highly valued the Achievement Network partnership and improving instruction through the use of 

data was a critical turnaround strategy for the school.  However, there had been such a focus on 

this work that Greenview had developed significant in-house capacity to maintain this initiative.  

The principal felt that they could deepen the work without the coaching support that was provided 

by ANet.  If necessary, she believed that she could negotiate to reduce the ANet contract – 

purchasing their assessments and analytics (which the school could not do on their own) and 

scaling back any intensive coaching support. 

 

2. Ways to free up funds for absolute priorities by introducing efficiencies in the school system 

The principal spent substantial time determining what (and who) was working effectively and 

what (and who) was creating less impact for students. The principal identified areas in the 

existing per pupil budget that did not provide the same return on investment – or bang for the 

buck – as the SRG investments.  Based on this analysis, the principal decided to re-purpose or 

reduce existing staff in order to free up resources for these absolute priorities. She studied the 

school’s current staffing in resource rooms as a potential opportunity for elimination.  In addition, 

she realized that the school was slightly overstaffed at both the administrative leadership level 

and at the interventionist level.  There were five staff members in each of these functions – while 

this was helpful and had a positive impact on school operations and support for struggling 

students, she believed both functions could be done effectively with fewer people.  Finally, she 

Absolute Priority Amount

0.5 FTE Interventionist 42,452$                  

Director of Student Success (1.0 FTE) 88,605$                  

Achievement Network 30,000$                  

Writers Express 10,000$                  

Playworks 26,000$                  

Open Circle 5,000$                    

Generations, Inc. 10,000$                  

TOTAL 212,057$             
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decided to repurpose a special educator to fill the position of half-time interventionist in order to 

maximize that staff member’s impact on student achievement. These actions created significant 

savings that could be used towards preservation of absolute priorities.    

 

3. Additional funding sources to garner funds for priorities 

The principal realized that Greenview’s per pupil budget allocation was expected to increase by 

almost $200,000 in 2012-13 due to increases in the amount received per pupil from the district as 

well as increased enrollment.  While much of this increase would be needed to fund step 

increases for existing staff, the principal believed some of this increase would remain available to 

fund absolute priority initiatives.  

 

 

Using the three strategies listed above, Greenview was able to gather the amount needed to preserve the 

absolute the priorities. The school is no longer threatened by the prospect of losing SRG funding in the 

next academic year. Not only does the school hope to be designated ‘turned around’ but the school 

leadership is confident that the school will be able to sustain and improve its student performance levels 

in future.  

 


